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The
modern
workplace
epending on your standpoint, the
phrase ‘Modern Workplace’ can mean
one of a number of things. To some, it’s
about mantras like ‘work is an activity, not a
location’, or getting away from the ‘nine to
five’. For others, it’s about leaner business
models and relying on a gig-based
workforce. Arguably, the biggest area of
focus for CIOs is the technology that
underpins these flexible ways of working.
How to enable it all? And how to do so
without compromising security? As part of
thinking about the modern workplace, the
more future-looking among us might even
be considering the integration of robotics
and AI alongside employees, and how that
will play out.
Characterised by flexible and
decentralised workforces, and working
hours and locations that fit around the
employee’s work / life balance, the modern
workplace is about location, collaboration,
people and culture, and secure technology.
In the modern workplace, change will be
constant, innovation will be frequent and
collaboration will be vital. It’s a different
environment from the rigid and hierarchical
working world our parents would have
been familiar with. Just think about the rise
of the ‘coffice’ – the trendy coffee shops
where you’ll find customers busy on their
notebooks using the complementary WiFi
to get work done.
The reason the modern workplace has
so many different connotations is that it
covers the coming together of a number
of different generations, technology forces,
and cultural trends.
CIOs have been facing wave after wave
of information about the need to digitally
transform their organisations. Microsoft
identifies the modern workplace as one of
four core solution areas that enable digital

D

transformation; the others are business
applications, data and AI, and applications
and infrastructure.
While some of the trends associated with
the modern workplace, such as foosball
tables and bean bag huddle spaces in the
office, come right out of Silicon Valley
folklore, we’re starting to see a number of
strands of the modern workplace land in
South African enterprises.
Perhaps the biggest drag on South
Africa’s more widescale adoption of
modern workplace practices is down to
culture and mentality. How do we get
over the mindset that if an employee
isn’t at their desk, they’re not working?
This edition of Transformer examines the
different considerations the CIO could face
when thinking about enabling the modern
workplace. We have stories focused on how
to empower the gig workforce within your
organisation, the role technology and the
CIO play in shaping organisational culture
and the rise of co-working hubs.
This is both a fascinating subject and,
given its impact on productivity and talent
acquisition and retention, it’s one that
needs to be on the corporate agenda.
I hope you find the content in this edition
thought-provoking and interesting.

Ulrike Weitz
Editor

To access the additional content in our
digital versions (iPad, Android and/or
PDF), scan the QR code or visit
http://books.itweb.co.za/transformer/
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What does the modern
workplace look like?
Today’s constantly evolving workplaces are
shifting to make room for new expectations,
ideas, and generations. Organisations that
are not prepared will be left behind.
by Monique Verduyn PHOTO: SUPPLIED

orkers’ expectations are changing, and so are
working conditions. Many people are choosing
to spend part of their time working from home, and
flexible schedules are becoming more common.
With the influx of millennials and now Generation Z
entering the workplace, office environments are
more relaxed and less formal spaces.
Thanks to ongoing automation, managerial
and strategic roles are becoming increasingly
important in industries such as warehousing,
customer service and retail, where largely routine
tasks are being performed by machines.
As the world of work continues to change,
so do the qualities and characteristics of the
managers who are going to be leading our
companies, says Don Packett, CEO of Missing
Link. The role extends beyond managing people
to empowering and engaging them.
“Managers are now required to work differently,”
Packett says. “Instead of just ‘managing’, they
have to lead their teams, which is an exceptional
challenge. Most management has been outsourced
to technology, so managers have less game-time
with their people. The result is that there’s more
pressure on them to step up and become leaders.
That’s the most important job of all.”

W

On-demand workers
As the knowledge economy continues advancing,
so will work requiring more skills. And skills
shortages can be overcome with freelance talent,
which is more likely than traditional employees
to proactively upgrade their skills, according to

Upwork, the largest global freelancing website.
The Upwork Skills Index ranks the site’s fastestgrowing skills in a quarterly series, and sheds light
on new and emerging skills.
“Job competition is now international, not
national or even regional,” says Bronwyn Williams,
trend translator: future finance specialist at Flux
Trends. “Workers are competing with the best
of the best from all over the world, thanks to
services such as Fiverr (a platform for freelance
professional talent), which grew by more than
400% in 2018. We’re also seeing the rise of bounty
work where the first person to complete the
job and provide ‘proof of work’ gets paid – no
interviews or recruitment processes necessary.”
This way of working will be particularly
appealing to Generation Z, a demographic that
values independence. As a result, Williams notes,
employers are going to struggle to attract and
retain employees from this ambitious generation,
as many would rather be entrepreneurs than
employees – or contract workers – for someone
else.”
All of this has been enabled by cheap,
accessible remote working technology,
like connectivity, the cloud and SaaS,
teleconferencing, and co-working spaces. These
developments also underscore the value of
life-long continual learning. “Companies should
invest in educating their own workforce,” says
Williams. “Global giants like Google, Facebook and
IBM all offer tailored, in-house, certified degree
programmes as part of their people development
and retention strategies.”
Longer lifespans mean ‘retirement’ is becoming
an old-fashioned concept. Where baby boomers
value security and stability, millennials value
freedom and flexibility – hence the rise of flexible,
remote working and gig work.
At the same time, there’s a counteractive trend.
As work arrangements become more flexible,
applications like Skype, Google Docs, and Slack

“As the world of work continues to change, so do the qualities and
characteristics of the managers who are going to be leading our
companies.”
Don Packett, Missing Link
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have enabled work from home, workers are also
experiencing the rise of technology-enabled
micromanagement.
Williams refers to this as ‘Big Brother boss’
technology. “Increasingly, companies are
leveraging digital technologies to keep extra
tabs on their employees, both in the office and
at home. Companies are starting to microchip
employees with access chips, and tracking
their engagement and productivity using facial
recognition technology such as Nestor software.”
Companies are, however, equally under
pressure to allow their staff to disconnect in
order to avoid burnout. In France, for example, it’s
now illegal to make workers log in to their email
accounts after hours.
One thing is certain, change isn’t unfolding at
a constant rate – it’s happening faster and faster.
Are you prepared to handle it?

Three ways to prepare for the gig
economy
Nimble innovative organisations around the world are
taking advantage of the benefits of on-demand talent. Here’s
how you can too:

• Be flexible
There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to this new hybrid
workforce. Be prepared for a mix of full-time employees,
freelance workers, contractors, and temp or agency
employees. You will only be able to determine your
company’s needs by being open to experimentation.

• Educate your team
To capitalise on the gig economy, your employees need to
know what it is and how it works. They also need to know
that it’s not coming for their jobs. Despite the apparent
benefits, gig working also comes with concerns around
job security, and workers’ rights. The sooner your people
have a solid understanding of the future, the sooner they
can adapt and innovate.

• Use technology
Technology makes it easier to collaborate, communicate,
and work with a dispersed workforce. On-demand
employees typically work remotely, so make sure
you have the necessary solutions on hand, including
collaboration tools and task management applications.
It’s also worth investigating the freelance marketplaces
out there and seeing how they track performance.
Bronwyn Williams,
Flux Trends
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Creating a culture
that works
No longer a support function in the modern workplace, IT has become a driving
force for organisational culture – with CIOs at the helm.
by Chana Boucher | PHOTO: Supplied

ow would you describe the ideal modern
workforce? Perhaps as one that’s motivated to
get on with the job, one that goes beyond the
basic requirements, or one that innovates and
sees the bigger picture. All of this is achievable
and boils down to one thing: culture.
“Culture determines to a very large extent,
what we do at the organisation and how we do
it,” says Mias de Klerk, professor of leadership
and organisational behaviour at the University of
Stellenbosch Business School. He says research
shows a strong culture, where people feel part of
an organisation, relates very closely to putting in
extra time, effort and initiative.
Organisational culture and employee
engagement expert and founder of Happy
Sandpit Colin Browne agrees. A workforce that
isn’t engaged requires more management, fixing
of errors and more resources, he says. “If you
want to have a life outside of work, as a leader in
business, you need to focus on culture.”
He says a fully engaged workforce comprises
good people who are enabled. “Employees
are contractually obligated to come to work
every day and they’re contractually obligated
to do the work set out for them, but they aren’t
contractually obligated to give a damn. They
aren’t contractually obligated to have a great
attitude. And we can’t force them to. We must
make them want to choose those things,” says
Browne.

H

“If you have cumbersome, slow,
conservative technology, you’re not
going to get an innovative culture.
The direction the CIO gives, the kind
of technology they bring in, drives the
culture.”
Mias de Klerk, University of Stellenbosch Business School
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John Robertson, Discovery Group CIO,
says a healthy environment and culture are
fundamental to employees’ productivity and
ongoing commitment to the company. “Those
employees who truly understand why they come
to work and the profound impact their system
or infrastructure component contributes to
Discovery’s core purpose and ambition, I believe,
perform especially well and commit time and
energy to the company,” he adds.
Similarly, Lee Dawson, VP: Solutions at SAB
and AB InBev Africa, says engaged employees
make a conscious effort to support the delivery
of the organisation’s goals and initiatives.
“Engagement allows diverse perspectives to be
shared and equally valued, allowing us to uncover
opportunities and always remain relevant to our
consumers while delivering superior results.”
Culture rolls downhill
It’s often said culture is created by everyone
working within an organisation, but De Klerk says
in reality it doesn’t work like that. “Culture rolls
downhill, it comes from the leaders.” He stresses
that leaders have to ‘walk the talk’ as culture is
manifested by their actions.
“What the leader shows is important to them,
the things they work on, what they spend
their time on, that becomes the culture of the
organisation,” says De Klerk.
According to Browne, engagement is rooted
in the philosophical overtones of the leadership
team. While it’s important for employees to live
the culture every day, he says when he’s seen it
fail, it’s due to leadership undermining it either
deliberately or because they don’t understand the
impact of their words and actions.
Providing the right tools
“Technology can really have a huge effect on
culture. What we’re supposed to do and how
we’re supposed to do it becomes embedded in
our technological systems and processes,” says
De Klerk. As custodians of technology, IT leaders
play a strategic role here.

“One of the strongest predictors of productivity
is if people have the equipment to do their jobs,”
says De Klerk. He adds that a lack of effective and
efficient technology results in a frustrated and
disengaged worker.
Robertson says Discovery’s Shared Value
proposition doesn’t work without a strong
technology foundation. As such, the work done
by the company’s technologists allows the group’s
ambitions to be met. He says a CIO’s role is to look
out for technology solutions that can enhance and
improve delivery, capability and function.
“However, the role of the CIO and all
technology teams has shifted from a predominant
focus on implementation and operations to
include more focus on connecting various
stakeholders within the business and across its
ecosystem, with the business possibilities that
technology brings.”
De Klerk believes an organisation’s technology
should reflect the kind of culture it aims to
develop. “If you have cumbersome, slow,
conservative technology, you’re not going to
get an innovative culture. You need to have
innovative, slick, agile technology in line with the
demands of the business. The direction the CIO
gives, the kind of technology they bring in, drives
the culture,” he says.
Dawson’s Solutions team recently moved
away from being a ‘typical IT function’ to
focusing on providing process and technologydriven solutions to the organisation – a change
that supports the company culture and drives
innovation while contributing to the team
becoming a value-creating one and adopting
a culture of ownership. “We have a proud and
passionate team across Solutions. The team
members understand the important role they
play in maintaining and driving the culture of the
organisation and our dream.”
Browne adds, while technology has a valuable
role to play in better understanding an organisation,
the ultimate solution should be human-driven. “We
can use technology – should use technology, must
use technology – to get better information, but we

John Robertson,
Discovery

need to be very careful that the solutions we derive
are human solutions that fit and enhance our way
of doing things,” he says.
“Organisations often allow wholesale
technology change to effect change in the human
experience and ‘create havoc’ in the lives of
employees.
“We make the error that a process change
needs to become a wholesale system change
and in improving one thing, we break 50 others.
If we’re going to listen to futurists and embrace
change, we need to also listen to the voices of the
nostalgists in our organisations – those people
who can tell the difference between what needs
to remain the same while we change other things.
If you don’t have a nostalgist, you need to appoint
one,” concludes Browne.
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Engaged
and effective
By creating the conditions for people to do their
best work, organisations can enable a better
employee experience for knowledge workers,
motivating them to stay.
by Monique Verduyn PHOTO: supplied

or decades, organisations have been using
methods such as performance-related pay,
recognition, good benefits, and social
programmes to try to keep employees happy and
engaged. The thinking is that happy employees
perform better. While that’s mostly true, these
methods aren’t always effective and, worse, are
often counterproductive. That’s according to a
recent Forrester report, ‘Transform the employee
experience to drive business performance’.
“Forrester’s research has revealed that what
makes people happiest at work is getting things
done – making progress every day toward work
they know is important,” says David K Johnson,
principal analyst, infrastructure and operations,
Forrester. “So if you can help employees improve
their work performance through technology,
they’ll be happier.”
In a multiyear study with 300 000 data points,
published in 2013, Dr Tae-Youn Park and Dr Jason
D Shaw showed that an increase in employee
turnover from 12% to 22% reduces total workforce
productivity by 40% and the organisation’s
financial performance by 26%. Another related
study showed that companies with happier

F

“It’s important that organisations
work smartly to replicate the
technology experience employees
have as consumers.”
Deon Smit, South African Reward Association
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employees enjoy 81% higher customer
satisfaction and half the employee turnover. “The
reason is simple,” says Johnson. “A passion for
serving customers is a choice that employees
make, often several times a day. When they’re
happier, they’re more likely to make the right
choices, even if it’s harder, and they’re more likely
to stay with the company.”
Flexibility and freedom
Employees are also searching for an increase in
flexibility and freedom to manage their workload
to attain an improved work / life balance.
Technology is an important enabler. It has altered
the way we work, but also how we communicate
and interact with each other. To engage with
these employees as well as to attract and retain
them, organisations need to communicate with
them in the medium they find most comfortable.
“It’s important that organisations work smartly
to replicate the technology experience employees
have as consumers,” says Deon Smit, chartered
reward specialist and South African Reward
Association (SARA) exco member. “Organisations
must incorporate digital and mobile applications
as an employee engagement and retention
tool. Millennials especially are used to receiving
information fast and from a wide range of sources
on various devices. They expect the same level of
connectivity when they’re at work. Technology
has enabled the current generation to mix work
and play in various ways and organisations need
to continue adapting.”
Improving engagement and retention
Knowledge work requires employees to adapt
quickly to new information, rapidly locate
information they need, and engage deeply with
their technology environments to complete
their work.
“The more time employees spend with their
devices every day, the more flexibility they’ll need
to tailor their digital work environments to the
ways they work best,” says Johnson.
“They also need to have nearly instant access
to task-critical information as they work, so
organisations must give much more thought
to the design and accessibility of information
systems in the context of how employees actually

Five ways ways to use technology to
benefit employees
According to South African Reward Association’s Deon
Smit, the right tech creates a workplace that’s attractive to
a new generation of workers who view it as non-negotiable
for several reasons:
Improved communication: Online communication tools
help boost employee engagement by allowing more and
better communication between employees no matter what
their location, function or role.
Improved collaboration: Collaboration builds unity
among employees and encourages teamwork. Millennial
employees understand the importance of collaboration and
knowledge-sharing, and interconnection is very important
to these employees. Collaboration tools include documentsharing, Wikis, organisation and project management
tools, shared whiteboards, third-party chat applications,
social learning applications and forums.
Peer-to-peer recognition: Lack of recognition is one of
the biggest sources of unhappiness at work for employees.
Recognition tools allow employees to feel valued and
respected and are an easy and cost-effective method to
positively impact employee engagement and retention.
Mobile learning: Employees must be able to access content
and complete training at any time, pace and place that
suits their social and work schedules. Technology in the
workplace needs to be mobile-ready for this reason. It’s
one of the best ways organisations can create improved
employee engagement, especially among the younger
generations in the organisation.
Available technologies: Millennial employees are more
engaged and attracted to organisations that have the latest
technologies available. Organisations need to consider
allowing personal devices, through ‘bring your own device’
policies to accommodate tech-savvy employees. BYOD
policies increase employee engagement as they provide
employees autonomy to work how they want, when they
want.

work with them. It’s paramount that the systems
they interact with perform well, or unwanted
distractions will derail their attention.”
Despite that insight and opportunity – and
billions of dollars spent by companies – global
employee engagement levels haven’t improved
in the 17 years that Gallup has been keeping
track of them, Johnson says.
“In the US, only 32% of employees are engaged,
meaning they’re involved in, enthusiastic about,

David K Johnson,
Forrester

and committed to their work and workplace,”
he adds. “The results are even worse in other
countries, with the global average at just 16%.
Engagement is also lowest in companies with
more than 1 000 employees. Part of the problem
is that HR alone often leads efforts to improve
employee engagement, leaving out key groups
like tech leaders, who significantly influence the
tools and resources that help employees be more
engaged (or not).”
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Securing the
modern workplace
Security is a high-level priority that doesn’t
concern business leaders nearly enough. But
there are ways to change this.
Carol Thomas, Civil
Aviation Authority

by James Francis | PHOTO: Supplied

ecurity is a major challenge. Even Liberty, which appears to have had
many good controls and responses in place, lost 40 terabytes of data and
only became aware when the perpetrators tried to blackmail the company. Yet
this is a rare example of a sophisticated breach. What about low-tech methods
such as ransomware, requiring one misguided click on an email attachment?
Modernisation is driving the problem deeper with employees’ mobile
devices and company systems integrated with customer-facing services,
which increases the risk exponentially. Digital innovation matters – Kaspersky
reports that 73% of the penetration tests it analysed were breached web
applications, which is where improved digital services should begin.
While companies have been pushing for better digital tools, security has
long been an afterthought, says Carol Thomas, CIO of the Civil Aviation
Authority. “Security and modernisation have to be tandem strategies. As
modernisation takes place, security must be an integral part of your plans
and be implemented alongside.”

S

Security at the top
There’s an overwhelming positive connection between good security posture
and a clear focus on security at the top. The solution lies in educating
business leaders on standards, with a little help from specialists. It’s not the
mandate of the CIO, which happens too often. The result is one leader being
overwhelmed by a challenge that belongs to everyone.
Security must be present in all business projects, as it involves a lot of technical
detail. Where organisations can afford to do so they hire chief information
security officers. This helps with executing security strategies, and creating
strategic relationships with other business units. At the same time, this allows the
CIO to articulate security needs in ways the rest of the business can appreciate.
“Where executives are focused on security, it escalates to a strategic level,” says
Thomas. “In these organisations security becomes a key strategic element.”
Follow the standards
Though not all companies can afford security professionals, they should
have their environments audited to identify the most likely targets and weak
spots. They should then apply appropriate security standards in protecting
those assets as well as having response plans, in case of a breach. Not to
be confused with compliance, such standards are freely available. One
such standard Thomas supports is MISS (Minimum Information Security
Standards).

This document is a South African guide in
managing sensitive public sector information,
aimed at department heads and not cyber
experts. MISS is required if one deals with
sensitive state information, but it contains very
sensible practices that any company can grasp
and implement, she says.
“It’s a good guide for any business. A lot of
what’s in there would feed into IT systems, such
as document classifications. But it doesn’t deal
with cyber security issues at all.
“Another good guide is the NIST cyber security
framework, published by the US government.
It provides more details than MISS and works
well for IT experts wanting to articulate security
plans to business executives,” adds Thomas.
This voluntary framework consists of standards,
guidelines, and best practices to manage cyber
security - related risk.
“A business that treats security as a boxSimon Carpenter,
checking exercise, a habit reinforced
by
SAP Africa
compliance, is likely to miss the real threats,”
says Thomas. “Education, expert guidance and
knowing the security requirements will enable
business leaders not to worry about their security
resiliency,” she concludes.

“A business that
treats security as a
box-checking exercise,
a habit reinforced by
compliance, is likely to
miss the real threats.”
Carol Thomas, Civil Aviation Authority
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Focusing on delivering business
value through the cloud
The cloud maximises productivity and employee engagement to
deliver a superior customer experience – if you have the right partner.
businesses to realise the productivity benefits of
the cloud.
“We help clients use Microsoft’s existing portfolio
of cloud services and products to enable their
particular business. “This way we add value to our
clients in four crucial ways: speed, agility, growth
and trust. We help design the end-solution and also
the roadmap of how to get there.”

XContent’s four pillars for innovation
driven business

DANIE DE LANGE, XContent

I

n the past, most companies found
themselves seeing software primarily in
terms of the cost of licences. The advent of
the cloud has substantially changed that equation,
says Danie de Lange, MD of XContent, and it finally
makes sense to assess software (and infrastructure)
spend in terms of productivity.
“Under the old on-premise model, it was perhaps
unavoidable that companies looked at software in
terms of licence cost — in the end, pricing models
dictate how we see things,” he says. “One of the
biggest upsides of the cloud model is that we can
talk about the value that’s delivered, because there’s
no long-term commitment to expensive licences and
internal IT resources needed to support users.”
De Lange says that XContent focuses on enabling
the modern work environment using Microsoft’s
powerful, secure cloud technology.
XContent is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner
and Microsoft’s Cloud Solutions Reseller Partner of
the Year for 2017. Founded in 2009, the company
has experienced a compound annual growth rate
of above 10% because of its focus on helping

@XContent

A properly designed cloud solution delivers
speed by maximising employee productivity.
This is achieved by ensuring they have access to
the tools they need, wherever they are. This also
allows employees greater flexibility in shaping
their work patterns, and can drive higher employee
engagement.
Agility is delivered by helping clients to optimise
the technical and IT resources they already have
by designing a cloud architecture that enables
reliable, easy access to data from anywhere or any
device, and also requires fewer support resources
on the ground. In turn, this approach means that
clients can adapt to changing business conditions
much more rapidly, without having to take existing
resources and budgets into account.
“The old-style project approach was slow
because it required resources to plan and execute,”
De Lange says. “Reaction to changed conditions
can now be quick.”
By optimising delivery and maximising employee
productivity, XContent can help improve the
customer experience dramatically. This in turn
drives sales and retention, the keys to sustainable
growth.
The final, and vital, part of the equation is trust.
“The benefit of using Microsoft’s cloud offerings
is that security is intrinsic to the way they’re built.
It’s not something that’s bolted on afterwards,”
De Lange says. “We help the business to use the
technology so that their systems, users and data are
all secure, which is the first step towards building
trust in the processes the business uses and the way
it operates. Trust is the cornerstone of business, and
the cloud is integral to it — if it’s done right.”

XContent
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www.xcontent.com
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| Enablement
Thibault Dousson,
Lenovo

“Trust in your
employees is critical,
because this is the
biggest factor for an
effective remote working
environment.”
Janice van Wyk, PayU EMEA

Is this the end of
nine to five?
Employees shouldn’t be restricted to working
at the same desks or building as technology is
creating the mobile workforce.
by Tamsin Oxford | PHOTO: Supplied

he concept of working nine to five is being replaced by the fluidity and
flexibility of technology-enabled working. It’s a change that’s taking
South Africa a while to recognise, in spite of research that underscores the
benefits of free-range workers who are more productive, engaged and far
healthier. From increased sick leave, higher hostility, lower productivity and
dead hours lost to distraction, the office isn’t the place to put the employee in
if you want results.
“Technology enables employees to attend meetings and stay connected
during the day, even if they’re not in the same office,” says Janice van Wyk,
HR executive, PayU EMEA. “Trust in your employees is critical, because this is
the biggest factor for an effective remote working environment.”
Technology has increased at the same rate as the number of people who
are now working remotely, especially in the US. According to Global Workplace
Analytics and Flexjobs, between 2005 and 2017, the number of people
telecommuting in the US increased by 115%. On the technology front, the
battle for collaborative and flexible working supremacy has started and those
applications and solutions that truly plug the holes and make experiences
seamless will be the ones that survive. Examples include Slack, Asana, Skype,
Zoom, Fuse, Basecamp, Glint, Trakstar, Dropbox and LastPass, among others.

T

South Africa’s remote workforce
The technology is there, but are South African businesses investing in the
remote workforce?
“The extent to which it’s actively encouraged is dependent on the industry
and type of work,” says Seugnet van den Berg, executive director, Bizmod.
“The uptake is also influenced by the organisation’s management style and

how deeply technology practices are entrenched.”
Corporates are starting to see the advantages,
but they aren’t quite there yet. According to
Thibault Dousson, GM, Lenovo Southern Africa,
organisations here are dragging their feet.
“Management still regards output as being
linked to employee visibility,” says Dousson.
“Flexible working is a threat to both output
and the extent to which they can oversee their
employees, because management structures here
are largely traditional.”
The command and control hierarchical way of
operating is one of the biggest stumbling blocks
to local adoption of this growing global practice.
South African management continues to have an
immature approach to employees and their ability
to work unfettered by the bonds of office and
shoulder-peering. However, it’s not the only issue
that’s slowing down the evolution of the South
African virtual worker.
CLEAR DELIVERABLES
“Another challenge is how clearly the outputs
or deliverables are defined,” adds Van den Berg.
“Organisations that have implemented remote
working successfully have introduced welldefined policies and practices around roles and
Simon Carpenter,
work, technology, remuneration
and monitoring.”
SAP Africa
Van Wyk agrees: “Having clear deliverables
eliminates uncertainty. However, for us, one of the
biggest challenges is internet connectivity and the
high costs of internet and data plans. Compared
to the rest of the world, South Africa is one of
the most expensive and this must be considered
when implementing the ‘work remotely’ concept.”
It seems that all the elements needed to enable
the South African workplace are in place except
perhaps management. However, the rising
millennial workforce and changing needs of
the existing one are very likely going to force a
change in the not-so-distant future.
“It’s unlikely we’ll see drastic change in the next
three to five years, but change will happen,” says
Dousson. “The emerging workforce greatly values
work flexibility and dislikes being micromanaged.”
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by Georgina Guedes PHOTO: supplied

he ‘gig workforce’ is the disruption of
traditional employment norms, enabled
through technology, and championed by the
younger generation entering the workforce. The
company of the future, we’re led to believe, might
not be made up of employees and managers, but
rather of gig workers, working remotely,
collaborating online, brought together to drive
certain tasks or projects, or to deliver services on
behalf of the company, as needed.
This isn’t some blue-sky thinking concept,
and many organisations are already working in
this way to some extent or another. ‘Freelancing
in America: 2017’, a study by the Freelancers
Union and Upwork, suggested that freelancers
could make up the majority of the United States
workforce within the next decade.

T

Alon Lits, Uber

Making the gig
workforce work
Companies are making increasing use of the
gig workforce, which raises workplace policy
and tech challenges.
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The Uber benchmark
Uber is one of the leading global examples of how
a service can be provided through a gig economy
set-up. It allows its so-called ‘driver-partners’ to
offer taxi services through the app, whenever they
feel like driving.
“We offer the technology by which independent
transportation service providers can easily access
income-earning opportunities that were out of
reach just a few years ago. Uber doesn’t employ
the driver-partners. But using our technology
through the Uber app, we connect people who
provide transportation services with others who
need rides,” says Alon Lits, GM, Uber in SubSaharan Africa.
He says that for the vast majority of individuals
who participate in the gig economy in this way,
the main appeal is the freedom they enjoy.
“One of the attractions is the flexibility afforded
to drivers – the ability to adapt work schedules
to the demands of everyday life. Drivers can
choose their hours, which isn’t always possible in
a traditional job.”
Local gig platform
In a similar fashion to Uber, SweepSouth is the
brainchild of Aisha Pandor and Alen Ribic, and
matches domestic workers to customers. The
customer can hire a cleaner – the gig worker
in this scenario – on a once-off basis or hire a
regular employee through the platform.

Ribic, SweepSouth’s CTO, says the timing was
significant because in 2014, when the app was
developed, most domestic workers were still
using feature phones. However, within a couple
of months, inexpensive smartphones came
to market. “That was a huge factor, because it
enables our ‘SweepStars’ to use our app to find
work – so that made a big difference.”
The startup got noticed and garnered venture
capital both locally and from Silicon Valley. Four
years later, SweepSouth has over 7 000 domestic
cleaners on the system, and around 80 000
customers. But there was a lot to consider in
getting the company off the ground.
“Firstly, we had to make sure we understood the
legal context. Our SweepStars are contractors, not
employees, so we had to ensure that we adhere
to all the right steps in the legal framework. And
we’re kept in the loop with labour lawyers to
ensure we’re operating in the framework of any
changes,” says Ribic.
Another success factor is to ensure the
SweepStars have enough work to make it viable
for them to participate in the platform. “One
of the key things is how to ramp up to provide
enough time to make it useful for them, and to
make sure that enough people are working at a
time.”
He says that from a business intelligence
perspective, the company can tell, in real-time,
exactly what sort of candidates they need and
from which areas around the country.
“The nicest thing to see in a country like South
Africa with a high unemployment rate is that
a SweepStar might get onboarded today (the
process involves technical competence, reference
and criminal record checks), and will get their first
job within 24 hours.”
A blueprint for gigging
JUMO is an emerging markets technology
company with over 300 employees across eight
countries in Africa and Asia. During the peak
of the Cape Town water crisis, the company
considered what would happen if it became
impossible to operate as normal. It eventually
began testing its business processes to see
whether it could function if people couldn’t get
to the office for extended periods. The resulting
findings helped it create a blueprint, not only for
remote working, but also for linking freelancers
into the network when the need arises.

“The whole exercise was a wake-up
call. Not only was it possible to function
with people working remotely, but it
also added value to people’s lives
to have more versatility in how they
worked.”
Melanie Hoffmann, JUMO

“We asked everyone to work remotely for two
weeks and simulated having to move central
functions to other locations,” says Melanie
Hoffmann, director of people strategy at JUMO.
“The whole exercise was a wake-up call. Not only
was it possible to function with people working
remotely, but it also added value to people’s lives
to have more versatility in how they worked.”
With teams spread across Africa and Asia, the
company already had the right communications
tools in place, so the technical switch was
‘seamless’. As a result, JUMO employees can now
work remotely if they want, two days a week.
“People like the flexibility to work and structure
their week to be more effective on their own
terms. People appreciate being able to avoid
traffic, which isn’t much of a surprise,” says
Hoffmann.
The approach, Hoffman says, could be used
as easily to link giggers into the system as it has
been applied to permanent employees.
“In some ways, we already do, because the
tools we use would be the same. Our senior team
often works from different geographic locations
and collaborates constantly online, but we also
come together to meet once every six weeks for a
focused week of face-to-face meetings. So we’re
developing the tools and rituals necessary to
look beyond where a person is and more at how
they can collaborate effectively while keeping an
eye on culture and relationships as an important
conducive factor to that working well.”
These three companies have shown that
participating in the gig economy, both as an
employer and the provider of a tech platform
that enables the system, requires consideration
for a combination of people and technology
factors. One thing is certain, however: the way we
work is changing and the relationship between
companies and workers is evolving. Technology
makes it all possible.
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Working together
In today’s world, employees are often spread
around the country or even the globe. Achieving
collaboration, and doing so securely, is a key
responsibility of the CIO.
by rOdney weidemann PHOTO: suPPLied

hile modern workplaces, with their open plan
office space and designated meeting areas, are
carefully crafted to encourage collaboration, often
this isn’t enough. In a world of home offices and
remote workers, collaboration is often required to
take place over long distances, and between
multiple people, teams or even companies.
Such collaboration requires a new generation of
tools to enable it. Maintaining control over these
tools and securing them is the prerogative of the
CIO. The challenge, of course, is to keep control of
these solutions, ensure the organisation remains
secure yet still affords collaboration the chance to
benefit the business.
According to Denis Bensch, CIO at FlowCentric
Technologies, smart CIOs will be the ones altering
IT to provide a platform for prolonged business
growth. They should be creating a digital strategy
that accounts for the demands of tech-savvy
consumers, cloud computing users and datadevoted mobile workers.
“Delivering more consumer-like applications
to the ever-expanding mobile workforce is key
to ensuring that users embrace the collaborative
tools provided by the business,” he says.

W

“Technology, people, business and
legislation are all aspects that are in
a constant state of flux. Attempting
to control each independently is
tantamount to playing Whack-A-Mole – it
may keep you busy, but it’s not going to
fix the real issues.”
denis Bensch, FlowCentric
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“Providing a solid infrastructure that’s managed
via policies and procedures is the best way to
ensure that collaboration doesn’t falter, while
still keeping the company’s data secure and
manageable.
“Technology, people, business and legislation
are all aspects that are in a constant state of flux.
Attempting to control each independently is
tantamount to playing Whack-A-Mole – it may
keep you busy, but it’s not going to fix the real
issues. The most effective way to manage the
mêlée is through procedures. Ultimately, a digital
process is the only consistent means of control
that a company will have to manage and hold
employees accountable for their actions.”
Bensch adds that process-centric tools are
able to ensure that tasks and information flow in
a logical manner to the right people. These also
ensure that each collaborative task is completed,
which is vital, since all too often, collaborations
result in a great action plan, but no real action.
Moreover, such tools keep the innovation cycle
moving, which is critical to any business keen to
stay ahead of the competition.
geT sOme CuLTure
According to Grant Field, former CIO and now
CEO of FedGroup, it’s important to ensure such
tools are made available to employees. If these
tools are banned, staff will simply find a way
around the rules in order to use those tools that
improve their collaboration and efficiencies. So
it’s important for the CIO to drive the adoption of
collaboration tools and to encourage their uptake.
“There are so many cloud-based services that
hardly cost anything that it’s really easy to enable
collaboration. Whether we’re talking Skype video
conferencing or using Google Docs to share large
files quickly, it’s not difficult for employees to
find tools that will help them do their jobs better.
Therefore, instead of banning such solutions,
the CIO should encourage the use of those he
considers most appropriate,” says Field.
“At FedGroup, we’re relatively relaxed about
the tools our employees use, provided these
have been run past our IT department and have
received approval from there. For me, the real
key to success lies in the culture inculcated in the
organisation.”
He says it’s about educating staff around the
importance of information and what should and
shouldn’t be put into the public domain. Once
it’s out there, it’s there forever, which is why
many businesses try to manage this aspect too

tightly, he says. But this generally doesn’t work
because it hinders the essential nature of what
collaboration is.
“While I’m not advocating being careless,
it’s worth the CIO remembering that people
ultimately want to use the tools they’re most
comfortable with, so it’s usually better to let
them use what they want, provided it’s approved
by your IT people first.
“As far as the culture aspect goes, I’ve generally
found that when you treat people like adults
and let them make their own decisions – once
they’ve been made aware of the importance
of the data they’re working with – they tend to
react well to the responsibility you hand them,”
says Field.
Secured and empowered
For collaborative tasks that generate data pertaining
to the business, says Bensch, the CIO must ensure
the data is captured, stored and securely managed
within the boundaries, or tools, decided on by the
business. If not, he says, this information becomes
unmanageable in the sense that the company can’t
protect, mine or aggregate the data.
“That being said, IT leaders should get insights
into the tools employees feel comfortable using.
Users often determine the success or failure of
most collaboration efforts. When employees are
empowered and included, they’re more likely to
use and generate excitement internally about
new tools.”
Bensch adds that when employees recognise
the business has provided a better collaboration
flow, they’ll likely abandon other alternatives.
If the collaboration platform is well chosen, it
should offer teams the flexibility they need to
perform tasks without the need to venture outside
of the core supporting platform.
“In the digitally transforming world we currently
live in, there’s no doubt that collaboration
tools are critical to the business. How we work

Grant Field,
FedGroup

continues to change, and this evolution is partly
fuelled by younger people entering the workplace.
For these employees, using technology to
collaborate is second nature, so it’s vital the CIO
puts in place the platform and the tools to enable
them to do business the way they’ve become
accustomed,” he concludes.

Let the games begin
One way of fostering collaboration that’s been implemented at FedGroup is
gamification. FedGroup’s Grant Field says he helped develop a system at the
company called Fedtropolis. Based on the Minecraft game, Fedtropolis was
built from the ground up, with different characters representing avatars of
staff members.
“These avatars are linked to each employee’s key performance areas,
along with key tasks that each does within their working environment.
Different business units are represented in unique ways, with operations
appearing as farmers growing crops, while sales people are fishermen.

For them, the fish in the water represents potential sales and those pulled
aboard are the completed sales.
“In effect, Fedtropolis shows our employees how, as they complete
their tasks successfully, they’re contributing to building a city
together. Conversely, where someone drops a ball within their working
environment, a monster appears, proceeding to break down parts of the
city and points are lost. Our people are able to view the game on big screens
around the company, so each staff member is able to see exactly how
important their role is within the business,” says Field.
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Email’s imminent demise?
Not likely
New collaborative technologies, popular with
millennials, are vying for the collaboration
throne. But email isn’t going anywhere. We need
to address our own habits instead.
by James Francis PHOTO: karolina komendera

he death of email is often greatly exaggerated.
Yet it’s a topic that persists. Occasionally a
headline will proclaim the end of email or lament
its antiquated status. The article will then opine
on the new possibilities, such as Slack, or other
collaboration suites. Email’s time is done, they
announce, and it’s time to evolve.

T

Why email became popular
But the data doesn’t agree. According to the
Radicati group, 269 billion emails are sent every
day, up considerably from previous years and
showing no signs of slowing down. If you want
to drive another nail into the coffin of email’s
detractors, over 80% of professionals cite email as
their favourite means of communication.
So is email dead? No, it’s arguably the most
successful communication technology in human
existence – even the eponymous WhatsApp only
generates 55 billion messages per day. Perhaps
a better question to ask is, ‘do we have an email
problem?’ The answer is ‘absolutely’. But don’t
blame email. Blame us.
“Someone once told me the most dangerous
person in a company is a CA with an MBA,” says
Prof. Pete Janse van Vuuren, CEO of The Thinking
Cap. “They usually only calculate around costs
and make decisions that way. But do they revisit
the long-term effects?”
This might seem like an odd comment when
talking about email, but it demonstrates the

underlying problem faced here. We’re blaming the
wrong thing.
Email was first invented in 1971, but it only
gained serious traction in the 1990s. At first, it
wasn’t considered important, but that quickly
changed. Email and other business technologies,
such as Microsoft Office, could facilitate a lot of
the tasks previously assigned to secretaries and
PAs. Not that companies fired secretaries, but they
certainly weren’t hiring more for workers who
needed the extra hand. Instead, email became the
substitute to handle communication tasks.
This didn’t work out. Today, we’re cultivating
AI systems to help manage the deluge of email
and other communication tasks. Google recently
made headlines because its Duplex bot can place
calls to businesses and book appointments on
behalf of a user. We’re actually trying to solve the
same problem we thought we solved when email
came along.
“We take email for granted,” says Janse van
Vuuren. “When it came out, nobody thought
they’d use it. Then it became the communications
tool. But, we’re still not good communicators. So
email is an excuse, because instead of changing
the communication culture, we would rather
throw it at email.”
Fixing email means fixing ourselves
Thus, we articulate email as the problem and then
ponder its demise or replacement. But this logic
fails a basic test: a technology is only outdated
if its function becomes redundant or something
superior arrives. This is why we still have paper
clips and shoelaces.
Email is unique: it leaves a clear paper trail,
it facilitates direct and group discussions, it
operates as a free protocol not tied to any vendor
ecosystem, it’s ubiquitous across devices, and
it requires very little user training. No other

“Many of the emails we send are political, to keep on the right side
of people, and not functional.”
Prof. Pete Janse van Vuuren, The Thinking Cap
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communication system ticks all of those boxes. So
from a technology standpoint, email’s hegemony
is unthreatened.
We’re so enchanted with technology as a
solution that we keep disregarding this logic. We’ll
even wonder if email in this day of SaaS platforms
even needs management or an administrator. But
when it’s such a critical tool to the business, those
functions don’t disappear.
Instead, it’s time to ask what email is costing
us. “I conducted a study when I was working at
Absa. We found that people routinely could get
between 80 and 120 emails a day. Let’s say it
takes 30 seconds to read an email – that’s an hour
spent just on reading emails every day!”
One culprit is CC. Many emails are sent indirectly
to recipients. It can be so taxing that some people
actively state they ignore emails they’re CC’d on.
But we CC for a reason: to spread accountability.
If I send you an email, I assume you’ve read it and
therefore my back is covered. It’s the same reason
we’re reluctant to leave voice messages because
we assume they aren’t listened to.
But this is fallacious thinking. The hard truth is
that nobody – not people nor the companies they
work for – is applying the necessary discipline
to manage email. There’s the reality that email
volumes will always be considerable. You’ll be CC’d.
Change the culture
Companies should also do more through culture
and policy to manage emails. Why is it okay for
employees to send hundreds of emails to each
other every day? If those represented a real stack
of mail, there would be interventions. But because
email is digital and thus not really tangible, and
with negligible delivery costs, companies look the
other way.
“There are so many subject matter experts
who spend hours of their days dealing with
emails,” says Janse van Vuuren. “Do we know
what the cost of that is? This isn’t something
email administrators can change. We need more
discipline and more personal regard for others.
Of course, this is politically sensitive. Many of
the emails we send are political, to keep on the

Prof. Pete Janse van
Vuuren, The Thinking
Cap

right side of people, and not functional. Maybe
we should give project leaders and managers the
ability to demand change from those deluging
their own people with emails. But this isn’t a
technology problem. It’s a culture problem.”
Every time we create a new technology to
deal with email, we’re actually reinventing the
wheel. WhatsApp groups are out of control and
begging for policy intervention. Slack, that great
saviour against email, is creating its own hefty
complications.
Maybe it’s time we hire more secretaries again,
instead of hoping yet another technology will
save us from what technology has wrought.
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Driving innovation through
co-working
The concept of co-working is taking shape in South Africa, with shared office hubs
popping up across the country. Besides startups, corporates have also started
swapping their individual offices for spaces in shared business hubs to foster
collaboration and innovation while reducing operational costs.
by Miriam Mannak PHOTO: supplied

n terms of where people work and how the
private sector operates, the world has
changed rapidly over the past decade. Like in
Europe and the US, the South African appetite for
shared workspaces is on the rise. According to
research and advocacy organisation Co-working
Europe, the number of co-working spaces and
business hubs in South Africa has jumped by 59%
between 2015 and 2016, from 42 to 67.
One of these is The Business Exchange in
Johannesburg, which comprises four branches
in Rosebank, Morningside, and Sandton, with
two more in the pipeline, including in Durban
and Mauritius. Collectively, the existing branches
encompass 75 000m2 and serve some 500 local
high-growth startups, such as digital marketing
firm NonZero, and IT consulting company
Command to Quality.

I

More value-adds for less
The Business Exchange is also seeing established
businesses and even corporates moving in,
including the local and regional branches of Doha
Bank, Standard Bank, Bidvest and Etihad Airlines.
One of the main reasons why companies choose
premises in co-working spaces or shared business
hubs is the quest to save money on operational
costs, says Business Exchange CEO and founder
David Seinker.
“A recent study shows that companies with 40
employees or less could save lots of money by
opting for a co-working environment. Running
costs such as having your own receptionist and
cleaning staff, as well as employing an IT and
maintenance department, could amount to up to
R50 000 per month,” he says, noting that these
and other services and facilities are included in
The Business Exchange’s rental fees.
“You don’t have to pay for rates and taxes,
water, electricity, and sewage either. Our rental
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fees include set-up costs, furniture, fibre internet,
access to meeting rooms, auditoriums, videoconferencing facilities, and other value-adds,”
Seinker says.
Collaboration and innovation
A second major key advantage of operating
from a shared business hub is the opportunity to
collaborate with other tenants and source skills not
readily available in-house. This fosters innovation,
which is enhanced by technology. “We specifically
opted for an office in a co-working hub. It allows
us to collaborate with other businesses if we need
skills we don’t have ourselves,” says Nishanthi
Lambrichs, carbon advisor at the South African
office of global carbon management company
Climate Neutral Group.
The company is renting an office at Work & Co,
one of dozens of co-working hubs in Cape Town. “All
tenants here are connected via the virtual messaging
platform Slack. If we, for instance, require a designer
or website developer, we will first use this platform
to ask if there’s another Work & Co tenant who can
help us out.”
Collaboration between tenants is happening
regularly at The Business Exchange, says Seinker.
“It’s one of the key things that occur naturally in a
co-working space. We foster collaboration through
our app, which has a business directory and
advertising space. There are attorneys who work
for IT companies, and IT companies that work for
accountants. The Business Exchange itself also
collaborates with some of our tenants,” he says.
That same app can also be used to book meeting
and boardrooms and order food from the coffee
shop and notify tenants about events, Seinker says.
“We organise monthly ‘intro’ events, during which
new tenants can connect with their community
and introduce themselves and what they do.”
Exchanging skills and ideas
Michelle Beh, managing and strategy director of
advertising agency Jupiter Drawing Room, agrees

Michelle Beh, Jupiter
Drawing Room

that collaboration is key. Recently, the company
moved into new premises in Cape Town’s city
centre, a block that is expected to become
home to a community of creative companies.
“It’s important for us to create an open culture
that allows our employees to interact with
professionals from other backgrounds. That’s why
we chose this space: the landlord is after a mix of
tenants in the creative space.”
Beh explains that each company has its own
office, but shares communal spaces like the library
and meeting rooms. “This enables us to share and
exchange skills, knowledge and ideas, which leads
to innovation.”
Over and above this, Jupiter Drawing Room has
opened its own offices to startups and freelance
professionals. “We have four desks available for
design and branding professionals with whom
we can potentially collaborate. From a marketing
perspective, we can’t offer everything in-house.”
The business case of flexibility
A third driver behind the growth of South Africa’s
co-working arena is the increasing demand for
more flexibility in terms of where companies want

“We specifically opted for an office
in a co-working hub. It allows us to
collaborate with other businesses if we
need skills we don’t have ourselves.”
Nishanthi Lambrichs, Climate Neutral Group

to operate from. ‘The Workspace Revolution’, a
new report by the International Workspace Group,
shows that 89% of 18 000 respondents from over
80 countries worldwide believe flexible working
spaces help them grow their business. In 2016,
this percentage stood at 68%.
In addition, 83% of respondents said flexibility
in terms of where they work is helping their
business maximise profits, as opposed to 67%
in 2016. Then 87% feels flexibility helps their
business stay competitive.
“We sign leases from three months and up,
allowing tenants to upscale and downscale when
required,” says Seinker. “In this day and age,
things can be volatile and companies like this
level of flexibility.”
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Remote work? Yes, IT can!
South Africa has been slow to offer the remote
or flexible work option, particularly for the
critical IT department. But a new generation
of workers will demand it, and emerging
technologies will enable it.
by Tracy Burrows PHOTO: SUPPLIED

orkers’ expectations are changing, and so are
working conditions. Many people are
choosing to spend part of their time working from
home, and flexible schedules are becoming more
common. With the influx of millennials and now
Generation Z entering the workplace, office
environments are more relaxed and less formal
spaces.
The face of work is changing forever with
people’s understanding of what constitutes a
‘day at the office’ becoming increasingly flexible.
According to Gallup, 43% of Americans already
work remotely, and this number is growing fast.
And people aren’t just leaving the building, they’re
leaving the company. Self-employment and
freelancing is a growing trend, particularly among
Millennials and Generation Z workers. According
to research by Upwork and Freelancers Union in
the US, an estimated 57.3 million Americans (35%
of the workforce) are currently freelancing and
contribute approximately $1.4 trillion annually to
the economy, an increase of almost 30% on the
year before. The study expects the majority of the
workforce to be freelance by 2027.
Clearly, the days of workers being confined
to office cubicles are over. And for the IT

W

Gartner expects that in the next
decade, digital twins will become the
dominant design pattern for solutions,
enabling superior asset utilisation,
service optimisation and improved
customer experience.
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department, which built the systems that freed
the office workers, the time is coming to move
beyond the cubicles too.
Underlining this, online remote worker
marketplaces bring together thousands of
programmers, developers, web developers,
DevOps and sysadmin professionals. Remoters.net
reports that the top industries for remote jobs
are technology and marketing, with the IT sector
posting over 29% of the jobs on the site, and an
additional 4.5% of jobs on the site focused on
mobile app development.
Remote workers on Remote.co cite the benefits
of remote work as avoiding traffic with resulting
improvements in productivity, having better
work-life balance, and autonomy in daily tasks.
But remote work does demand commitment
and operational changes from employers and
employees: Remote.co employers say they
implement certain communication protocols
for regular updates from workers and harness
productivity tools to manage outputs.
Managing a remote workforce demands
effective and secure collaboration and
performance analysis tools, as well as new levels
of discipline from management and workers.
Because they’re forced to measure productivity
in the remote environment, several Remote.co
employers report that they now measure outputs
better than they did in the past.
The perfect fit
Most jobs in IT lend themselves to some level
of remote work, unless staff have to physically
engage with systems. And even in the case
of hands-on activity, IoT systems and digital
twinning are presenting an alternative to having
humans on-site. Gartner expects that in the next
decade, digital twins will become the dominant
design pattern for solutions, enabling superior
asset utilisation, service optimisation and
improved customer experience.
Few people are more in touch with the
views of South Africa techies themselves than
DevConf organiser, Developer User Group forum
coordinator and veteran developer Robert
MacLean. According to Maclean, it’s a rare breed

Robert MacLean,
DevConf

of IT professional who doesn’t want the option of
flexible and remote work.
“The majority of South African ‘techies’ such
as software developers still work in offices, with
fixed hours. But most of them would love to have
full or partial remote working as an option, and
companies offering this as part of the package
are seen as far more attractive employers. Our
lives aren’t nine-to-five things anymore. A certain
level of freedom is so important for people now,”
he says. “In the case of Millennials and Gen Z, a
lot of people will actually sacrifice pay for fewer
hours. Even I’ve floated the idea of working fourday weeks and taking a pay cut for that, because
there’s a point at which salary doesn’t matter as
much anymore.”
Open plan, not always the answer
MacLean enjoys office work, so his personal
preference is a blend of formal work environment
and remote work: “I like being around people and
being able to walk up and ask things, but if I need
to focus, getting out of the office helps.”

But for many, the office environment, particularly
an open-plan environment, can be counterproductive. “There is probably a natural tendency
for developers to be more introverted, so many will
prefer working in isolation,” says MacLean.
So if flexible and remote work is in demand, and
many developers are better able to focus out of
the office environment, why aren’t all companies
encouraging flexible work?
“It comes down to the industry they’re in,” says
MacLean. “In major progressive companies like
Amazon and Microsoft, remote work is the norm.
Even in South Africa, forward-thinking companies
allow staff to work remotely. More traditional
sectors like banking and telcos are slower to
adopt this, probably because the way they
measure and incentivise staff is very different from
the way progressive companies do. Traditional
firms tend to view eight hours at the office as
a day’s work, and assume that if you put in a
day’s work, you’re meeting targets. Progressive
companies measure outputs instead of time in
attendance,” he concludes.
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Tracking the
benefits
The modern workplace can lead to happier
employees, but it’s important to know how to
track and analyse the improvement of work
routines and assess whether it actually results in
better output.
by ina OPPerman PHOTO: suPPLied

racking and analysing of employees is moving
from human resources to chief information
officers; managed well, it can improve employee
happiness and productivity.
“If a workplace transformation is planned to
change the working environment, employees’
before and after attitudes and performance
should be tracked. This will highlight flaws in the
transformation, such as deteriorating relationships
between staff due to the introduction of elements,
for example new performance management
incentives,” says Arthur Goldstuck, managing
director of World Wide Worx.
David K. Johnson, Forrester principal
analyst serving infrastructure and operations
professionals, says while much has been written
about the virtues of having happy employees,
research could only recently quantify the benefits
in business terms.

T

“Using metrics to facilitate control
is an extrinsic motivator that’s
detrimental to creativity, because it
implies there will be consequences
for employees personally if they fail to
meet the metrics.”
david k Johnson, Forrester
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Studies have demonstrated that companies
with happier employees have increased customer
satisfaction and halved employee turnover. For
Johnson, the reason is simple. “Employees choose
to have a passion for serving customers, often
several times a day. People are also happier at
work if they make progress on important tasks.
Therefore, if you can help employees improve
their work performance through technology, they
will be happier.”
meTriCs TO TraCk and anaLyse Change
How should change be tracked and analysed?
Helen Poitevin, research director, Gartner, believes
only enterprises equipped with talent data and
insights will meet the fast-paced demands
of digital business and the next-generation
workforce. “All leaders need to understand which
talent analytics to focus on and the skills, data,
analytics tools and governance necessary to
support it.”
Johnson agrees it’s possible to manage
performance with appropriate metrics.
“Infrastructure and operations leaders must carve
out the time for their teams to create metrics to
measure their performance, benchmark against
best practices and manage change and incorporate
employees’ feedback on ways to improve.”
However, he points out, it’s vital to use
metrics as a means to facilitate progress and
not as a means of control. “Using metrics to
facilitate control is an extrinsic motivator that’s
detrimental to creativity, because it implies
there will be consequences for employees
personally if they fail to meet the metrics. It
puts their sense of safety at risk and undermines
their sense of self-determination, which are
necessary, psychologically, for creativity to grow
and sustain itself.”
Goldstuck believes there are no set rules or
metrics, as the changes are likely to be closely
associated with the nature of the business.
“However, there are a number of categories of
metrics that must be incorporated into tracking
and analysis, including productivity, levels and
effectiveness of collaboration, efficiency of
processes, employee satisfaction and sense of
loyalty.”

It’s important to assess the results of a
workplace improvement campaign to determine
if it actually leads to better output. Or does it just
give employees more time to spend in coffee
shops chatting to friends?
assessing The imPrOVed wOrkPLaCe
Johnson says there are no universal methods
for measuring knowledge-worker productivity
because, unlike production work, it’s complex, nonsequential and self-paced. “Therefore, organisations
can’t evaluate productivity in monetary terms or
balance it with other, more tangible concerns such
as security, with the result that they set the wrong
priorities and waste money.
“Until there are reliable means of measuring
knowledge-worker productivity, you can foster it
by thinking about workforce technology differently.
If you understand what top employee productivity
looks like and what it requires, you can design an
optimal technology working environment.”
aVaiLaBLe meTriCs
There’s a need for metrics to track the
improvement of work routines regarding
productivity, increase of information transparency
and engagement, to change in an organisation.
Goldstuck believes key performance indicators
are a tried and trusted methodology, although
it’s often misused due to a focus on irrelevant or
misleading metrics.
“This can result in a toxic workplace where the
environment may be pleasant, but management is
bullying, over-demanding or fixated on damaging
concepts, such as believing that employees are
only productive when they’re at their desks.
Clocking-in is not the same as being productive.”
Johnson puts the responsibility squarely at the
door of tech leaders. “It’s their job to foster a better
employee experience by creating the conditions for
people to do their best work, while simultaneously
balancing the flexibility and choice that employees
demand with the steps necessary to secure sensitive
data and protect the business’ reputation.”
Leaders must understand and apply the
psychology and neuroscience of motivation to
increase employee effectiveness, which is the
actual purpose of technology, he says.

Arthur Goldstuck,
World Wide Worx

how CiOs can drive and track performance
While performance measurement is increasingly becoming the focus of the C-suite, it
should be tied to business strategy as well as human capital management strategy and
philosophy, World Wide Worx’s Arthur Goldstuck says. “Don’t consider employees as mere
numbers. Rather, understand clearly what the employee does for the company and what the
company does for the employee.”
Gartner’s Helen Poitevin adds that leaders focused on digital transformation and
preparing the next-generation workforce for success should make the right talent
investments by measuring the relationship between talent metrics and business outcomes.
They should also detect and address talent challenges by monitoring and tracking
workforce metrics and mapping out worker knowledge, skills and competencies.
“Business leaders must keep in mind that employees get things done when they’re in a
state of ﬂow, but ﬂow is fragile and requires intrinsic motivation, information resources
and support, while employees need ﬂexibility and unfettered access to resources to sustain
ﬂow,” concludes Forrester’s David K Johnson.
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My colleague is a robot
The story of the workplace is being told by
intelligent machines working side by side with
their human colleagues.
by Tamsin Oxford PHOTO: SUPPLIED

he workplace of tomorrow has machine and
human working side by side; that’s one of the
key takeaways of Forrester’s July 2018 report ‘The
Future of Work: Intelligent Machines Whispering
to your Employees’. It’s not a dark vision of people
superseded by technology. Forrester believes that
the intelligent machine is about to redefine how
humans work. Gartner concurs, and underscores
how important it is for the CIO to pay attention to
this new ‘killer combo’ of people plus tech.
The influx of AI into the workplace is already
shifting benchmarks and internal expectations.
Intelligent technology is improving workflow,
transforming analytics and managing the
mundane with efficiency. The questions around
the ‘when’ have long since been replaced by
questions around the ‘how’. How does the
organisation prepare its workforce for the ongoing
integration of machines?
“We believe that the organisation needs to
prepare for a different workforce that combines
robotics and AI with people by understanding
that management will be different,” says De’Onn
Griffin, research director, Gartner. “The mundane
tasks that managers have to do today around
attendance or co-ordinating teamwork will fall
away. Managers will focus more on people’s
issues and performing at their highest level. This
demands different skill sets and more leadership,
building on the soft skills that have been
traditionally ignored in the workplace.”
The key word here is ‘skill’. For Griffin, upskilling
is essential as teams and roles become more fluid
and dynamic, adapting to an organisation’s needs,
rather than to predefined roles.
“Internal teams and roles will become similar
to the gig economy that focuses on expertise
for short periods of time to meet immediate
needs,” she adds. “The organisation will have to
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continuously invest in upskilling and reskilling, in
new processes, and different ways of looking at
problems on a daily basis. Investment into learning
and development has climbed over the past three
years and we expect this to rise as organisations
recognise the need for continuous learning.”
Borrowing talent
It’s a view shared by Craig le Clair, vice president
and principal analyst serving enterprise
architecture professionals, Forrester. “The growing
and collapsing workforce is built on the concept
of borrowing talent that has the required digital
skills – talented individuals building their own
brands and hiring themselves out as contractors or
contingent workers. This type of workforce is going
to become more specialised and formalised.”
Forrester believes that 80% of jobs will be
transformed by the forces of automation and
that organisations need to develop new ways of
thinking and new policies around their workforce.
Talent needs to be accommodated, recognised
and developed with the individuals who have the
essential skills required to manage the machines
remaining in high demand.
“When there’s a global deficit of around three
million data scientists, you need to change
your view of the workforce so you can get the
skills you need,” adds Le Clair. “The organisation
requires a working model of the future that
allows it to categorise an employee and have
relevant policies in place to deal with them. This
is particularly relevant now, when machines may
remove the need for hundreds of back-office jobs.
Change management is becoming critical.”
Skills not people
As automation oozes into crevices currently filled
by people, it’s making both the human and the job
obsolete. Now is the time for both organisations
and employees to look at how they can change
their existing skills and abilities to interact with
technology on a different level. Unfortunately,
companies currently lack the ability to understand
the impact of the machines on existing work
capabilities and models.
“The company still has the mindset of this is
your set of employees, and they do these jobs,

“We believe that the
organisation needs to
prepare for a different
workforce that combines
robotics and AI with
people by understanding
that management will be
different.”
De’Onn Griffin, Gartner

but the whole notion needs to change. Thinking
needs to move along the lines of matching skills
to tasks rather than people to jobs,” adds Le Clair.
It’s a view shared by Griffin. She believes
organisations needs to explore how to change
old processes, while allocating new ones more
efficiently to automation and intelligent systems.
Many areas of the business that have traditionally
been heavy in human capital, such as HR and
payroll, have had significant portions of their
workload automated.
“Organisations need to look at their processes
and understand if AI, or any of the new
technology, is applicable within the enterprise
and what that means,” says Griffin. “If the business
isn’t investigating it today, it needs to do so with a
sense of urgency. We’ve all heard of the business
that thought technology would pass and today
are either out of business or struggling. The key is
to do something now and to not just think out of
the box. It’s time to do the unthinkable.”
Thanks to the automation of the mundane and
tedious, the dynamics of the workforce are about
to undergo a radical shift from the traditional
cubicle-filled box delivering set chunks of work
to a layered, skilled workforce that’s adaptable
enough to move into the spaces where their
talents are required. Managing this shift means
organisations must invest in skills development,
allowing for people who hover in roles that may
soon become obsolete, to take their inherent
understanding of the business and upskill it to
become relevant in the digital era. This is the time

Craig le Clair,
Forrester

when both business and workforce need to put
the boxes aside and find entirely new ways of
working or risk losing relevance.
“Innovate the workforce and explore new
options,” says Griffin. “Many organisations are
using innovation labs and milestones to work
out how managers should change the way they
manage within this new dynamic. Explore how
emerging technologies may impact your business
in the future and add a sense of urgency, because
its happening now.”
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The office of tomorrow – today
Regus offers serviced office space around the world at 3 000 locations, in 900 cities,
in 120 countries. Based in Switzerland, Andre Sharpe, CIO for Regus, elaborates on
the office of the future, which is becoming the office of today.
PHOTO: supplied

Andre Sharpe, CIO,
Regus

he office of the future is getting smarter as chips are built into bricks and
,mortar, AI makes buildings smart, and augmented reality makes meetings
between employees based thousands of kilometres from each other much
more engaging.
A company in France is placing chips into concrete so a building’s
structure can be monitored, ensuring preventative maintenance will be more
effective and buildings can be monitored at the source.
An ‘on demand’ maintenance schedule is now created, which is much
more cost-effective than having people continuously check if there is
something wrong. AI informs the maintenance manager and the necessary
work is carried out.
How AI helps depends on what you are using it for. For example, the
building where I work in Geneva is 100% fully automated in terms of
controlling the temperature and humidity in the building. There’s no
air-conditioning, so the building relies on a system that adjusts itself
continuously based on the number of occupants and what people are doing
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“An ‘on demand’ maintenance
schedule is now created, which is
much more cost-effective than having
people continuously check if there is
something wrong.”
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in the building. In this sort of situation, AI systems
are very effective, because there’s a defined set of
inputs and you can model an outcome so it’s easy
to train the machines to do things themselves.
Automation for recording transactions is
another aspect we are using it for. This is one of
those basic things that customer can find very
frustrating when it goes wrong. We process a
very large number of service payments annually
for customers. There’s always a chance of
human error when people are involved, so we’re
implementing payment application automation
via a machine learning application to help prevent
errors before they ever become a customer issue.
Meetings via augmented reality will make it
feel like the participants are in the same room as
opposed to being thousands of kilometres away
and very disconnected. This kind of enhanced
collaboration can be used to assist in repairing
technical issues. We are piloting a project to
guide people in another country in repairing the
technical issues themselves without having to send
an actual technician out to site to fix the issue.
Machine learning is also playing a key role
in defining key data trends when analysing
interactions with both potential and existing
customers. Sentiment analysis helps with quality
assurance, but in the past, you either relied on
random samples or had to listen to every single
telephone call to ensure you are delivering a good
service. Machine learning, however, enables you
to analyse the event holistically and rather than
picking a few random samples, you can cover a
much wider range of interactions.
It helps you design models to ascertain if the
person, irrespective of whether they are speaking
German or Mandarin, is happy with your services
or not. It assists in doing big complex tasks that
are impossible for individuals, at the same time
giving you a high probability of what you require.
The office of tomorrow is starting to operate
more efficiently today, because of the technology
being built into its overall design, and expect this
concept to grow exponentially as the office of the
future will rely on between 50% and 60% of its
maintenance operations to be driven via AI.
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